It is important, however, to distinguish between rejection and criticism. Criticism is a scholarly process. Journal editors use reviewers' critiques to decide whether to publish articles. Even if an article receives lengthy criticism, editors may still be very interested in seeing a revised manuscript. Learning to read between the lines, or at least to read the positive comments and the negative comments, is a skill that takes time and experience to develop. An empathetic objective colleague may facilitate a balanced understanding of reviewer comments.
Because we convened this panel in part to identify ways to deal with emotionally difficult publishing experiences (nobody really likes rejection), we talked about how authors manage their reactions to tough reviews. Among the ways we regrouped before getting back to work:
• Talk with coauthors and colleagues. Among other things, such conversations remind you that, sooner or later, everyone receives rejection letters. • Get a clear handle on the reviewers' comments. Some do this by putting some emotional distance between themselves and the remarks. Others work only on small parts of the comments at a time. Some focus intensely on each negative comment; others also highlight positive comments to ensure revisions don't wind up deleting what reviewers liked about the manuscript. Some find an objective colleague can help interpret manuscript reviewer comments. • When all else fails, allowing yourself to have a bonafide temper tantrum may do the trick. Get a safe distance from other people and tell those editors and reviewers what you really think of their decisions. Maybe even write the editor a letter-but DON'T send it! Now it's time to get to work on revising. Some authors remain positive about this sometimes-difficult task by redefining a successful paper as one that is ultimately published in a reputable journal. Because publication is the prize, challenges along the way don't make a paper unsuccessful. Widely published authors believe strongly that revised papers are generally better than initial submissions. Editors apparently agree. A well-known nurse editor once commented that, "There are no well-written papers, there are only well re-written papers." We urged authors to embrace revision as a sacrament of writing.
One of us reminded everyone that the best first step toward publishing articles is to conduct rigorous research. Another added that someone once said, a study not published is a study not done. For many, the satisfaction of publishing our work for the good of our profession is truly the final essential step in the research process. 
